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The new “ Serrano 52 MAN store” is now open in Madrid. A
new multi-label concept for El Corte Inglés that exclusively
addresses the world of the man.

Anxo Fernández Dobano
	Director of men‘s fashion
El Corte Inglés

“…a brilliant aesthetic and practical solution ultimately resulting
in a strong Vision for our new Men’s Concept Store. Michelgroup
exceeded our expectations in the final result.”
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“Michelgroup wa s able to interpret our needs and translate them
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environment.”

	Anxo Fernández Dobano

	Wolfgang Michel

DIRECTOR OF MEN‘ s FA SHION, El Corte Inglés

	Owner and CEO, Michelgroup

El Corte Inglés and Michelgroup (Architecture and Interior Design office)
collaborated to create this new 3,800 square meter nine-level international
Men’s Fa shion Store. Seven levels housing the Men’s Fa shion and two levels
for gourmet food and restaurant concepts. This new concept is a multilabel store dedicated to Men’s Fa shion offering a high level of customer
service with personal shopping, tailoring, and boutique experience.

The Michelgroup strategy for the “ Serrano 52 MAN” store ha s been to create
a new multi-label concept for El Corte Inglés that exclusively addresses
the world of the man. The design concept harmonizes seven unique floors
enveloped in one unified artistic expression that echoes the Spanish artistic
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and architectural identity. El Corte Inglés created the top two levels to
house their food concepts.

Michelgroup ha s created a boutique setting dedicated to menswear and
accessories that mixes design lifestyle statements ranging from progressive
to traditional. The environment is welcoming and allows for exceptional
service and a truly one-of-a-kind experience in Europe reflecting the
cosmopolitan city of Madrid, mixing a contemporary vision with a strong
cultural identity.

The resulting experience is a Spanish artistic point-of-view with style, warmth,
and elegance. Michelgroup ’s interpretation of the client’s vision wa s created
by employing design technique and expertise incorporating statement
lighting, branded icon patterns, and textural materials. Ultimately, the
environment created in this new multi-branded concept is a true expression
of the ECI brand and the customers they serve.

-1 Level: World of shoes

Ground Floor: accessories

2nd Floor: ca sual

4th Floor: Premium/luxury

5th Floor: Premium/luxury
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